The breakthrough innovation of 2021:
Franke IndividualMilk Technology*.

Franke Specialty Beverage Station SB1200 is now compact!

We know your customers are looking for maximum variety and maximum
enjoyment – on their terms! That’s why our game-changing IndividualMilk
Technology* is also available on the new streamlined version of our
Specialty Beverage Station.
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MAXIMUM
FLEXIBILITY IN
A SPACE-SAVING
FOOTPRINT

New and compact ‒
cooling unit SU12 adds
even more versatility

Maximum enjoyment meets streamlined footprint –
our unique SB1200 for true flexibility and customer
satisfaction.

Boost your business. Offer cold brew, a variety
of milks and flavors ‒ compact components
fit the space you have.

In its new, compact format, Franke’s Specialty Beverage Station takes its one-of-a-kind
to-go coffee experience to any customer environment while still offering maximum
choice at minimum effort. Just like the original, this smaller footprint SB1200 fully
automatic coffee machine is packed with Franke Coffee Technologies for creating a
vast variety of beverages – from espresso and milk/foam beverages to iced coffee,
cold brew, and flavored drinks.

Create the experience you want to give your customers. The SB1200’s new compact
footprint lets you decide how it fits into your coffee business environment. Featuring
the sleek, new SU12 media cooling unit, this unique solution stores and prepares two
separate media types. Choose any two media, 2 milks, or 1 milk and 1 cold brew, for
a vast variety of coffee beverages prepared to customer expectations.
♦ Widest range of beverages, one coffee machine
♦ Each media is kept completely separate from cooling through to cup

The interactive 12.1” touch screen
guides the customer to their choice
of beverage using realistic photos
and a step-by-step selection
process.

♦ SU12 media cooling unit can be used above or under the counter
The Iced Coffee Module for
immediate, active cooling of
freshly brewed coffee.

♦ SU12 features built-in Franke CleanMaster for effortless yet highest hygiene
♦ On-screen prompts alert staff for refilling

Two grinders for
a wider range of
coffee beans.

Media cooling unit SU12 for cold
brew and milk varieties. Supported
by integrated CleanMaster for
perfect hygiene.

Single spout dispenser
system delivers all
beverages, including hot
water, centrally, for easy
self-service. Designated
outlets keep liquids
completely separate.

Milk

Your choice of
cold brew and
milk with 4.5
liter supply each.

Cold
brew

Vegan

Dairy

Enable pure milk
choices with
IndividualMilk
Technology*.
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IndividualMilk Technology* with two, fully
separate FoamMasterTM milk systems in
one machine, customizes menus with
purely vegan and purely dairy options.

iQFlow our patented,
groundbreaking technology that
extracts more flavor for unrivaled,
consistent in-cup quality

Your coffee business,
your POS solution above or under the
counter.

TM

*Franke IndividualMilk Technology is currently unavailable in North America.

